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NOTIFICATION OF RANK LIST
(FOR CANDIDATES APPLYING FOR B. TECH PROGRAMME)
The Rank List for candidates applying for B. Tech Programme through JEE (Mains)-2020
Score and CITDEE-2020 are as given below.
The Cut-off Score for candidates applying JEE (Mains)-2020 for preparation of Rank List has
been fixed as follows:
Category
Common Rank List (CRL)
GEN-EWS
Other Backward Classes
(OBC-NCL)
Scheduled Caste (SC)
Scheduled Tribe (ST)
PwD

Total NTA score cutoff
(Paper 1)
89.7548849
78.2174869
74.3166557
54.0128155
44.3345172
0.1137173

Cut-off set for
Admission at CITK
64.99
53.99
49.99
24.99
19.99
0.11

The Rank list for candidates applying for B. Tech Programme through CITDEE-2020 has been
prepared with reference to Institute notification CIT/KOK/ADM/COMM./2020-21 dated
09/09/2020 as following(1) 50% weightage taken from Online Entrance Test
(2) 50% weightage taken from average percentage of Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry
The assignment of ranking to candidates is as follows:
(1) Overall Rank- It is the ranking assigned on the basis of descending order of Score/Total
Score of the total candidates irrespective of regions.
(2) Region Rank-It is the ranking assigned on the basis of descending order of Score/Total
Score of the candidates of respective region.
(3) Category Rank - It is the ranking assigned on the basis of descending order of
Score/Total Score of the candidates specific to a category of a region.
(4) Candidates having same score in JEE (Main)-2020 have been assigned same rank. For
such candidates, the order of preferences will be based on their average percentage of
marks in Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry in the qualifying examination.
(5) Candidates applying through CITDEE-2020 have been assigned unique rank based on
the total score of the candidates. In case of candidates having the same score, the
ranking is based on the Entrance Exam Score, percentage of marks obtained in
Mathematics & Physics taken in order.
(6) The candidates applying through JEE (Mains)-2020 from All India Region shall be
filled only through the counselling conducted by Central Seat Allocation Board
(CSAB)-2020.
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The Counselling and Admission schedules are as follows:
Date /Time/
25/09/2020

26/09/2020

Morning
(10:00AM-1:00PM)
JEE (Mains)-2020
(All Region)
CITDEE-2020
All India Region
CITDEE-2020
(North-East Region)

Afternoon
(1:30PM-5:30PM)
CITDEE-2020
(BTAD Region)

CITDEE-2020
(North-East Region)

Instructions for Participation in Counselling and admission
1. All the candidates should join the Online Meeting as per the schedule through the given
link via CISCO-WEBEX or GOOGLE MEET as shared in their registered e-mail.
2. The candidates must respond during the calls as per the rank list. In case a candidate is
unable to join in the Online Meeting due to unavoidable circumstances, a phone call will
be attempted in the candidates registered phone number. Failing to respond the call in the
Online Meeting or over phone, the seat for such candidates will be forfeited.
3. The candidates need not produce any certificate during the counselling and admission.
However, the candidates must ensure the fulfilment of their eligibility criteria by
themselves and if discrepancies are found on verification in later course of time, the
admission shall stand cancelled
4. The Payment of Fees must be accomplished within the 24 hours from their allotment of
seat, failing which may forfeit their allotted seat and transferred to other eligible candidate.
The Steps for Online Payment will be shared in the registered email.
5. The Fee Details are as follows:
Course
Category
Hosteller
Non-Hosteller
B.
Tech
First GEN/OBC
42,700/37,700/Semester
SC/ST/PWD
23,700/18,700/-

